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D&S Logging, Sweet Home, Oregon
The Lake Louise Job
When I was about 20 years of age, and short of good sense or worldly possessions my Dad located 2 forties of old growth Fir timber. He was friends of the man who owned this 'standing on end' piece of rocky real estate and made a deal with him to log that timber on shares. This land and timber was about 22 miles from Bellingham firm to sell them the brown papers.

Dad had arranged for the purchase of the timber at so much a thousand. He also arranged for the sale of the logs at the mill on Lake Samish.

We figured we'd get someone to build the road, and the one bridge, for us and this would free the part time creek. My dad had arranged for the purchase of the timber at so much a thousand. He also arranged for the sale of the logs at the mill on Lake Samish.

We started building road up the first hill and got that done. Every day that it could be done I started out together and 8 miles later picked up Walton and from there journeyed to the job. If we needed to haul anything heavier and more bulky than the three of us we had a home built two wheel trailer that hooked on behind.

After we got up that hill and down the other side, we had to bridge the part time creek. My dad had figured out a system of stacking logs up similar to a logging cabin design until it was high enough to meet our standards.

In order to do this we hired a man and his gas donkey to come in and chunk out and build the bridge. Once that was done we expected to have him use that same donkey to do the grading and loading.

This was done. I can't remember that man's name but he was a good man and a character. He was full of stories about being in the Army, in France, during World War One.

We had got started on the rigging shack...
SURVIVAL OF THE TOUGHEST.

Introducing New Structural Warranty Terms for 600 Series and Felling Heads

We’re so confident our heads can outlast the toughest conditions that we’re standing behind our product now more than ever – with new Structural Warranty terms that cover 600 Series and felling heads for two years or 4,000 hours, whichever comes first.

Factory- and field-tested, each durable Waratah head is proven on our time to be profitable on yours. That means more harvesting, processing and felling from tough heads that don’t quit, which are fully supported by the Waratah team.

• New two-year, 4,000-hour structural warranty on 600 Series and felling heads (from the date of purchase).
• 600 Series drive arms also covered under warranty terms.
• Durable heads for maximum performance and productivity.
• Factory- and field-testing for proven longevity.
• Backed by unparalleled Waratah support and a global dealers’ network.

Talk to your local Waratah dealer today about the new two-year, 4,000-hour Structural Warranty terms for 600 Series and felling heads.

www.Waratah.com

Waratah Atlanta, Georgia 770-692-0380
Waratah Kelso, Washington 360-636-2950
When it comes to D&S Logging, there’s plenty of old school in the operation but that doesn’t stop them from bringing in some new blood. Originally founded in 1980 by Don Arndt and father-in-law Sam Tyler, the company now has brought Arndt’s two sons, Larsen and Marshall, into the fold. Larsen, 34, has been working for the company since 2001, Marshall, 26, since 2015. Brother Donny, 21, has worked for the company as well, but now has completed a diesel tech program and is working for Pape Machinery.

D&S Logging primarily works on the Hill Timber Trust which was set up 100 years ago. Since then, it has ensured that people around Sweet Home, Oregon have a place to work in the woods. The 140,000-acre tree farm is where Don’s father worked on the trust, Don still works on the trust and now his sons are making a living off the land.

Sweet Home is a town of just 9,000 people located south of Portland. The town experienced plenty of growth in the 1940s due to the demand of timber and again when the nearby construction of the Green Peter Dam occurred in 1962. Like many logging
Cascade Trader has a Complete Line of new Doosan Log Loaders, Excavators & Wheel Loaders for your Logging & Construction Needs!

THUNDERBIRD Yardar TTY-70, Track Mt., Excellent $550,000

Tigercat 880 Log Loader, Single Bar Grousers, low hours P.O.R.

DOOSAN DX300LL-5 Log Loader, NEW IN STOCK

LOG LOADERS

CAT 235C Log Loader, Pierce Boom $17,500
CAT 325CFLM Log Loader, Forestry Cab $79,950
CAT 325LL recent rebuilt engine $31,500
CAT 330 Log Loader $37,500
CAT 330B Log Loader $49,500
DOOSAN DX225LL Log Loader P.O.R.
DOOSAN DX300LL-3 Log Log Loader, 6200 hrs P.O.R.
DOOSAN DX300LL-S Log Log Loader, low hrs $245,000
DOOSAN S225LL Log Loader P.O.R.
DOOSAN S300LL, recent work, nice $169,950
HYUNDAI 325C Log Loader, 7500 hrs $169,950
HYUNDAI 325C Log Loader, low hrs, clean $235,500
JOHN DEERE 200CLC Log Loader, Forestry Cab $35,950
JOHN DEERE 255CLC Log Loader $89,950
JOHN DEERE 254CL, 2011, 8000 hours $139,500
JOHN DEERE 254CL, 2015, low hours $210,000
JOHN DEERE 254CL $125,000
JOHN DEERE 254CL, 2014, low hours $210,000
JOHN DEERE 354CL Log Loader $165,000
KOBEKCO SK210LC Log Loader $64,500
KOBEKCO SK290LC Log Loader $35,000
KOBEKCO SK290LL (2009) Log Loader $165,000
KOMATSU PC300HD Log Loader $37,500
LINKBLET 2800 Log Loader $34,500
LINKBLET 330D Log Loader, Forestry Cab, P.O.R.
THUNDERBIRD 1238 Log Loader $39,500

TIGERCAT 800 Log Loader, Single Bar Grousers P.O.R.

FELLER BUNCHERS, PROCESSORS

CAT 330BLL Loader/KETO 800 $39,500
DOOSAN DX225LL w/Logsmax 7000, low hours P.O.R.
DOOSAN DX300LL w/KETO 870 $135,000
DOOSAN DX300LL w/low hours/KETO 870B $210,000
HAHN Harvester, 1500, 3 axle SP $350,000
JD 2054/2088 125, 1500 hours $190,000
JD 3588/3999/5355/3366/3388 Feller Buncher, 950 hrs $135,000
KOBEKCO SK2250C, For Cab, Waratah 623C $184,500
KOMATSU PC200/PC290, Pierce 334B Stroker $255,000
KOMATSU PC220/PC290, Pierce 334B Stroker $215,000
KOMATSU 450XT FB, Quadco 24 Disc $275,000
LINKBLET 290CL, LL w/Waratah HTH-623 $129,500
MADILL 2800 / DENNARCO DM3500 Stroker $145,000
PRENTICE 629B / Waratah HTH-230, Clean $49,500
TIGERCAT L170C, 5702 Disc, 360 rotate $165,000
TIGERCAT L1830C FB, 5702 Disc Saw $125,000
TIMBCO T44EFS, Bar Saw or Quadco $49,500
TIMBCO T44EFS, Quadco 22-46 degrees tilt $115,500
TIMBERJACK 2628, Bar Saw $35,500
TOMAX 601, Koehring 20 Disc Saw $45,000
WARATAH HTH-623, New Inventory P.O.R.

TOWERS & YARDERS

CHRISTY Yardar, Truck mount $49,500

HiTACHI ZX490/200 Dual Drum “Escaliner” Yardar P.O.R.
KOBEKCO SK300LL “Yoder”, Dual Pullmasters $129,500
KOLLER K501 Yardar, Tilt Mt, Price reduced $44,500
MADILL 371, 3-Gus, 877GM, recent work $85,000
MADILL 07, 4-Gus, 877, w/Rigging $107,500
MADILL 07, 4-Gus, 877T7, fresh paint, nice $110,000
MADILL 07, CAT 330 Track Undercarriage, nice P.O.R.
MADILL 120 Swing/Grapple Yardar, excellent P.O.R.
PSY-200, Self-Propelled, nice yardar $199,500
SKAGIT BU-80C, T-80 Trailer Mount $32,500
SKAGIT BU-84 Slabline, T-100HH, Trailer Mt $149,500
THUNDERBIRD 614D Swing Yardar, nice P.O.R.
THUNDERBIRD TTY-70 Track mt., Excellent $550,000
WASHINGTON 70-40 Swing Yardar $42,500
WASHINGTON 127W, 700, Trailer Mount $29,500
WASHINGTON 137W Slabline, 700, Trailer Mt $169,500
WASHINGTON TLS Track Loader, Jaxie SP, 56’ boom P.O.R.

EXCAVATORS/DOZERS/GRADERS

WHEEL LOADERS/SKIDDERS

CASE CX215B, Pin Grabber, Thumb, Buckets $59,500
CAT D7E, Winch, Straight Blade $24,500
CAT D6C, Straight blade w/Tilt, winch, arch $25,000
CAT 14E Grader P.O.R
CAT EL240B Excavator $19,500
CAT 25BB Grapple Skidder, Fixed Grapple $95,000
CAT 25BB, Swing Grapple, nice machine $85,000
FIAT-ALLIS 8, Winch/Arch, recent work $19,000
GARRETT 25 Skidder, Cummins $12,500
JOHN DEERE 1600 Excavator, Bucket, Thumb $84,500
JOHN DEERE 200D Excavator $45,000
JOHN DEERE 355C Dozer, Canopy, Winch $11,500
KOMATSU PC200LC-7, Bucket/Thumb $55,000
KOMATSU WA470-6, GP Bkt, Scales P.O.R
MOUNTAIN Loader ML150, Cummins $10,000
MOUNTAIN Loader ML150, Skidder, new tires $18,500

CARRIAGES & MISC

ACME 15 Slackpulling Carriage, recent work $24,000
BOWMAN MARK V SKYCAR, 2006 $44,500
DANZICO PT28 Pull Thru Delimber, excellent P.O.R.
GENERAL 60T Lowboy '08, 9’ wide, 24 deck P.O.R
KOMATSU MB800B Jaw Crusher, Track Mt P.O.R.
LOAD KING 1007 Lowboy, 6’ wide, 40 deck $49,500
MORBARK 2348 Chipper/Pulverizer, Top Load $110,000
MORBARK 360XL Chipper/Pulverizer, Cat 3412 $110,000
OLATHE 870G 10’ Tub Grinder, recent work $49,500
PETERSON 5900E Disc Chipper/Cat 760HP, low hr $P.O.R.
TRAILMAX Tilt Trailer, 27T, 3 axle $18,500

KW T800 Log Truck ‘05 ISX, 2 axle Trailer $60,000
KW T800 Log Truck ‘07 ISX, 2 axle Trailer $60,000

WASHINGTON 137W Slabline Yardar, excellent $169,500

DOOSAN Log Loaders LOTS OF INVENTORY!

Doosan DX225LL-5 “Road Builder” P.O.R.

Doosan DL420-5 Wheel Loader, NEW IN STOCK

KETO • WARATAH • SOUTHSTAR • EAGLE CARRIAGE

Rich Lennox (360) 508-0192
John Welch (360) 520-2082
Shannon Pesicka (360) 507-0542
Cooper Brunoff (360) 508-7534
Traci Brunoff • Sales Coordinator (360) 880-7531

www.cascade trader.net

Ask About Our Special Financing: Up to 60 Months
All offers subject to credit approval

(360) 748-1182
fax (360) 748-1198
Located at Exit 79 off I-5
1380 NW State Ave., Chehalis, WA 98532
Sweet Home, Oregon

Sweet Home has 9,000 residents and plenty of lakes, rivers and the Cascade Mountains nearby. It was first settled in the early 1850s and the timber industry played a big part in the city’s development.

D&S Logging

D&S Logging with dad Don and sons Larsen and Marshall primarily works on the Hill Timber Trust which was set up 100 years ago. On the machinery list they have a CAT 568 shovel, a CAT 545 skidder, a CAT 527 skid cat, a John Deere 748 skidder and a 324 CAT loader, a D7 and a D5 for road building, along with a stroker, a Pierce GP processor and a Cat 522B feller buncher.

Chain Saw Cut Protection

#850KP chaps are flexible, lightweight, and have six-ply of Polyester/Kevlar cut protection. They meet UL and the ’95 OSHA standard for leg protection. They also meet ASTM F1897 and are rated American Standards Class “A.”

$66.95

Short 103.95 • Long 175.95
XLong 175.95 • XXLong $84.95

Note: Labonville cut protective garments are not represented as shields against damage, but as an aid to help prevent damage in extreme cases.

Madsen's
Shop & Supply Inc.
Centralia, Washington

360-736-1336
Informat ion Calls
800-822-2808
Direct Order Line
www.madsens1.com

Need Financing?
We Can Help!

We Finance Loaders, Trucks, Skidders, Trailers, etc.

- Working capital available
- Start-up program for under 2 years available
- 1st payment only
- 3,4,5 year financing
- 150K application only
- Finance any equipment or attachment...no age requirement
- Personal one on one financing process
- 27 years’ experience in the financing industry

Isn’t it time you made an investment in your machinery?

Call Doug Powell Today!
888-223-2600 • dee@fullcirclellc.us
After hours cell: 509-393-5111

11 Spokane Street • Suite 306, Wenatchee, WA 98801 • www.fullcirclellc.us
Back years ago, you could do about 80 percent right while logging and do pretty well,” Don said. “Now with the way things are in the industry you have to do 95 percent of things right to do well. You have to really watch the specifics now.”

**IN THE WOODS**

Currently on low volume per acre jobs D&S Logging makes maximum use of their processors. On the machinery list they have a CAT 568 shovel, a CAT 545 skidder, a CAT 527 skid cat, a John Deere 748 skidder and a CAT 240B log loader, a D7 and a D5 for road building, along with...
D&S

(Continued from Page 7)

a Pierce stroker on a Cat 324, a Madill 2800 with a Pierce GP processor and a Cat 522B feller buncher with a Quadco head.

The company can tackle the logging with the Cats, the skidders and shovels depending on terrain, weather and how far from the landing they are.

Don Arndt is the brains of the bunch, according to the two sons. He goes around doing anything that needs to be done whether it be running equipment, running to town for parts, marking out a road and helping things run smoothly.

Marshall Arndt is the blade edge of the operation, running the Cat 522B feller buncher. Once the cutting is done, he moves into running a skidder or a shovel.

Larsen coordinates the day-to-day operations for the company, and does most of the shovel logging in the 568 Cat shovel. He also packs a saw and cuts the oversized trees and trees too tough for the feller buncher to get to.

“Though each has their own niche, our roles are fluid,” Marshall said. “We keep where ever needed.”

The Arndt’s are able to be a family business that’s adjustable and versatile. Being the one person in charge can be difficult, but when you have three heads to operate a company, that help takes the stress out of things.

“I don’t think I would want to do this by myself,” Larsen said. “And it’s a lifestyle. Dad said you can’t log casually.”

A 28-year veteran of the company, Frank Stutzman, runs the deliimer for D&S Logging. “He knows logs and sorts like the back of his hand and is really the quality control center of our operation. Mills don’t care how many loads you make a day. They care about the quality of the loads,” Larsen said.

(Continued on Page 11)

See “D&S”
Don Arndt, father of Larsen and Marshall, stands in front of the company’s recently purchased CAT D5K2 XL. Don said it’s really handy machine to have around. Don and Sam Tyler started D&S Logging in 1980 and were featured in the February 2006 issue of Loggers World.
Frank’s dad also hauled logs for the company and his trucks still haul for D&S Logging.

Dale Zoon began working for D&S Logging in 2002 and he works primarily on the loading shovel… or any other piece of machinery he crawls into.

“When he’s on the job everything just seems to go better,” Larsen said. “He can run skidder, processor and shovel, he can do it all.”

Lance Ryan is another long-time employee who had left the company nine years ago but came back last year and usually runs the dangle head processor among other things. His most important job however is making sure no one gets too serious – he keeps things entertaining.

“Your main asset is your people,” Don said. “We do retirement plans and health insurance. When guys need time off we try to be flexible. We also try to have a lot of fun, and we don’t really have to spend a lot of time training new people.”

Even in one phone call with Loggers World, the three were able to toss around a magazine-worth of jokes. Since we don’t have that kind of space, we’ll just let the imagination of the readers figure out how many jokes they’re able to make on the CB while working in the woods.

“We’re all friends up there,” Don said. “We’re very serious about the work but when you know what you’re doing you’re able to joke around and that makes the job easier.”

Don’s sister-in-law Bev Hurst does all the books for the company and has been doing it for 20 years.

“Bev is the unsung hero and she does a lot of work with the details,” Larsen said.

In 1982 they started working for Cascade Timber Consulting, who manage the Hill Timber Trust.

“They’re great people to work for,” Don Arndt said.

So how does D&S get their logs off the landing? They used to have one truck but has since gone to strictly sub-contracting out their hauls. Bob Rice has been hauling for the company since the early 80s, while Stutzman has been hauling for the company for 20 years. They typically have seven trucks on the job.

Reynold Trucking is also a long-time hauler for the company.

D&S Logging has their own lowboy to haul their equipment around, but for their bigger CAT shovel they contract with M.O. Nelson

(Continued from Page 9)
We Supply The Following Diesel Equipment Parts for CAT, Cummins, Detroit Diesel, Komatsu, and more!!

- Cam Followers
- Camshafts
- Connecting Rods
- Crankshafts (New)
- Crankshafts (Reground)
- Cylinder Blocks
- Cylinder Heads
- Cylinder Heads-Natural Gas
- Engine Oil Coolers
- Gasket Sets
- In-Frame/Out-of-Frame
- Engine Rebuild/Overhaul Kits
- Injectors/Nozzles
- Long Blocks
- Oil Pumps
- Short Blocks
- Turbochargers

**September Special**

- ISX Complete Head New
- C15 & C15 Acert Complete Heads New
- C15 and C15 Acert Long blocks in stock for CAT truck applications
- Other models also available!

NORTHWEST DIESEL PARTS

www.nwdieelparts.com

11618 NE Sumner Street,
Portland, OR 97220

Email: requests@nwdieelparts.com

877-546-0403

---

**Logging Music** recently re-released and re-mastered!

- **The Snag Fallers Ball** - A light heard collection of original songs about logging in Oregon and Alaska, and was first released in 1988. Craig wrote nine of the eleven songs on the album and co-authored two others with Don Beck, a long time friend, logger and musician also from the small town of Mapleton, Oregon.

- **Endangered Species** - In 1989 Craig & Terry went back into the studio to record their next album. Craig wanted to share his point of view through music which addressed some of the political issues facing the logging industry at that time.

- **You Hold Me Still** - In 1992 after many requests to record a gospel album they again returned to the studio and recorded eleven original songs. Two of the songs are co-written - one with Don Beck and one with Rick Barrows.

- **Songs from the Siuslaw** (pronounced SY-u-slaw) is a heartfelt tribute to the hard working men & women in the logging industry and dedicated to the many men who have lost their lives doing one of the most dangerous and unappreciated jobs in the world. This a double CD set that was recorded live in Florence, Oregon in 1999 at the Florence Events Center. The first CD is saw-shaped and will play in top-loading and tray-loading CD players ONLY. It comes with a 20-page booklet, filled with humorous lyrics and old logging photos.

Order on their website for fastest service:

**www.ctmusicoregon.com**

Or if you prefer not to order on-line you can call them at: 541-268-6910

---

**QUALITY CONTROL CENTER**

Frank Stutzman runs the stroker for D&S Logging. He has been with the company for 28 years and started out on a LS 98. Frank’s dad also hauled logs for D&S and his trucks still take loads.
from Eugene to move the machine around.

“While having a lowboy is an expense, you save money because you never just have equipment sitting out on a job waiting to be moved, you move it when you want to and need to and that saves money,” Larsen said. “Sometimes the processor or loader will finish the last load and I’ll be waiting for him with the lowboy ready to head to the next job. That’s such a huge plus.

### MACHINES

D&S Logging keeps rotating machinery to keep newer equipment out on the landing and downtime for repairs to a minimum.

“Most of our machines don’t come into the shop,” Larsen said. “While they hit all the maintenance keystones to keep machines in order, they find that the best economic window is about 5,000 work hours before turning things over.

“That does keep the real heavy maintenance away,” Larsen said. “That way it’s also under warranty.”

If advanced repairs are needed they call Ray Jackman of Jackman Repair.

“He keeps us going and when things are miserable he’s the guy to call,” Marshall said.

D&S primarily buys machinery with Peterson Cat and Papé for John Deere machinery.

The Arndt’s said they also found that operators like to run newer machinery and really nobody wants to spend more time under the cowling, covered in grease, doing repairs instead of being in the operator’s seat getting production done.

### DOING THEIR CUTTING

When it comes to cutting, Marshall is the “bug-eyed feller buncher operator,” who gets up early to keep trees down in front of the logging operation.

“When you’re looking for a feller buncher operator, you’re looking for somebody who isn’t a team player and can be irritable,” Don Arndt said with a joking laugh.

“Given that criteria, I’m sure Dad was a good feller buncher,” Marshall said. “But he’s kind of like Uncle Rico from Napoleon Dynamite, he keeps saying ‘back in 1980…’”

In reality, Marshall is key to the operation. If the company had to contract out a feller buncher, that feller buncher may not know how D&S Logging likes logs laid out for their operation because the operator might be use to different loggers. With Marshall, they get consistency and productivity that keeps the job site running smoothly.

Marshall will waste little time reminding his brother Larsen that he gets up earlier.

“Larsen said he likes being a logger and seeing the sunrise from a different location all the time. He must move his bed around to see it from a different location,” Marshall joked.

Larsen is a busy guy also, and tackles the larger wood as the hand faller. When he’s needed elsewhere on the operation, the company might bring in other cutters to do some contract work.

“Doing the cutting ourselves is a lot nicer,” Marshall said. “When it comes to feller bunching, when things get wet it is hard to tell a subcontractor to not cut because you know he’s relying on the work. With ourselves doing the job, we can just to move to something different to do.”

### OFF THE JOBSITE

The three are self-proclaimed gun nuts, who sometimes travel to Burns, Oregon to target practice on sage rats for appreciative farmers (as does one certain Loggers World publisher named Kevin). Marshall and Larsen go elk hunting and recently both killed bulls within a few
MAKING THE CUT
Larsen Arndt makes the cut with Marshall in the back. Marshall is usually in the company's feller-buncher while Larsen uses a chainsaw for the bigger or hard to get to trees on the job.

DONNY GIBBS
Donny Gibbs operates the John Deere 772 GP grader for Cascade Timber Consulting. His expertise is appreciated by everyone who travels these roads.

Great Buys

2012 Link-Belt 290X2, # 022656, 9603 hours with Pierce DM4550 delimber ...........................................$250,000
2008 Deere 2554, stk # 022717, 16,001 hours, with Jewell grapple .............................................$75,000
2004 Link-Belt 210LX with a LogMax 7000, # 018155, 7,200 hours .................................CALLS
2011 Deere 955K with 340 saw, # 022447, 10,000 hours  .............................................$100,000
1998 Caterpillar 330B with a thumb & 48” bucket, # 022101, 22,102 hours .....................$28,210
2008 Link-Belt 290LXTL w/Pierce TC52 grapple, 13,579 hours, # 021090 .............................CALLS
2006 Valmet EX10 Feller buncher, 9550 hours # 019195 .............................$135,000
2013 Link-Belt 290X2FW w/Pierce TC58 grapple 7,519 hours # 022227 .............................CALLS
This CAT 545D Skidder is operated by Pendleton Brown. Pendleton is 18-years old and one of the youngest members of the D&S crew. It’s great to see young blood getting started in logging.
seconds of each other.

“The little sucker got a bigger elk than me though,” Larsen said.

All three brothers grew up going blacktail hunting with their dad, and they also like muzzleloader hunting.

But in general the three are in the people business. They like the timber industry because they like working with the people and the lifestyle it offers.

“The people are a big part of it,” Marshall said.

“The hardest times we’ve ever laughed were when we were working. I love the job and being in a different place every month,” Larsen said.

Don was actually born in Germany, after his dad served in Europe during World War II and stayed overseas for 14 years. Don’s dad and mom were both teachers - with his dad focusing on business - and that certainly meant Don didn’t have the typical logging background.

After moving back to the states, Don Arndt proved to be a sharp guy, enrolling in Linn-Benton Community College in 1976 to be an engineer but saw it would be a life in a cubicle.

That enthusiasm was further dampened when he transferred to Oregon State University and then an opportunity to buy an old TD-20 popped up.

Don soon traded in the books for the logging lifestyle and hasn’t looked back.

“It’s also nice to have a job where you can take the kids out and they can see what you’re doing,” Don said.

And that’s a tradition the Arndts have passed down to their own kids, as Larsen’s four kids regularly ride with him in the lowboy and the loader.

“We spend quite a few hours as kids getting goose eggs on our head bumping around in the old D7 Cat while riding with grandpa and dad,” Marshall said.

SUPPORTING YOUTH

With the average age of the Oregon logger in his late 50s, logging is becoming an older man’s game. D&S are hoping to help reverse those trends and show that coming out into the woods is still an attractive career.

They have two new young guys, Pendleton Brown who is 18 years old and has jumped right in.

“You as a company have to
and the money too little and he had an urge to sell out and retire. That morning he had sold out. That is to say he no longer had anything to sell.

This man shrugged off his losses, went to Bellingham, bought himself a service station with a small repair shop and did all right for himself. Several times when I stopped in there for gas we re-lived the morning the ‘donkey blew up.’

We then hired a man with a bulldozer to come in and finish the bridge and build the rest of the road. While he was doing that we, Walt, Dad and I, got out our falling and bucking tools and went to work at the only job we knew how to do---and do right.

Dad and I did the falling and Walt bucked up behind us. Now as you can figure out these job descriptions were not rigidly adhered to. We did what needed doing.

Dad was the head faller, of course, and chopped right handed. I was the second faller and because of that had no choice, I had to chop from the opposite side. No problem---left handed was my normal way of chopping.

My Dad was good at falling, and bucking and other things connected with the general jobs of cutting down and bucking up the trees. I know that he broke me in to this work and I suspect that he did the same to and for Walton.

You see Walton was Dad’s nephew, the only son of his sister Louise. Louise had married a man named Will Leslie who was a dry farmer in the hills out of Chelan, Wash. Will’s twin brother Warren had a farm nearby. That area is where Walton and his sister, and his brother, were raised. After Walton finished what schooling he thought necessary he came to the west coast and Dad helped him get started as a logger.

Walton’s wife was a tremendous lady named Opal and they had two sons. I think the youngest son is in Chelan and the owner of a lumber dealership there. Opal was a school teacher, she came to the hills out of Chelan to teach school. She ‘boarded’ with Will and Louise Leslie and married their eldest son, who was also a student at that school.

When Walton was a young man he got a disease that stiffened up his legs. This caused him a large amount of hurt and made it difficult for him to walk. In spite of this he worked a long time in the woods; always bucking logs. He started in the hand bucking saw days and finished with a chain saw. He quit the woods after a dozen or more years and worked the rest of his career in a cross arm factory in Bellingham. Upon retiring he and Opal went back the Hills out of Chelan for rest and relaxation.

At the time we went into this logging job Walton had a large load of contempt for me. He thought I was one of the worst examples of the ‘younger
Three years and counting...

Hard to believe that we have been running Loggers World for three years, but the September 2017 issue is our three year anniversary. I have to say that this has been the hardest I’ve ever worked but I’ve never enjoyed a job as much as this one. Most of the credit is due to you readers. You came through when I needed help to start the magazines back up and I am extremely grateful for all your help. You have been good to give us suggestions for how to improve the magazines and you’ve had some excellent ideas. Just a few of them are maps at the beginning of the articles showing the location of the featured loggers and truckers, our historical section “Blast from the Past”, and the new feature of printing when your subscription expires on the front of the magazine.

HOW’S IT GOING, KEVIN?
I frequently get asked, “How’s it going, Kevin?” My usual answer is that we are doing OK, breaking even and have our bills paid. My goal for the first year was to have the business out of the red and into the black. I’m happy to report that we had that done by the second issue we printed, mostly because of your generous help. Since then we’ve had some good months and some bad months but we are still hanging in there. Three years later, we are still breaking even, but we have survived, which goes against the general trend of print media declining.

When I bought the magazines, my plan was to take a portion of the responsibility for the income necessary to run the business away from advertising (advertising income had been the source for 99% of income) and shift it to income from subscription sales. Until recently, we had not been able to get the database re-organized to a point where we could send subscription notices out regularly and increase the amount of income from subscriptions.

HOW CAN I HELP?
One way you can help us do better is to let the advertisers know that you see their ads and you appreciate their support of your favorite logging magazine. Even if you are just buying a hose, a part, a saw chain or fuel, it is helpful for those businesses to know their advertising is getting your attention. Another way you can help us is to let the advertisers know that you see their ads and you appreciate their support of your favorite logging magazine. They are all looking for effective ways to communicate with buyers of their products. If you speak up about what you read, they are more likely to listen to you about what you see or pay attention to, like online surveys or Facebook results.

If you speak up about what you read, they are more likely to listen to you and provide the changes you request. So I’d ask that you treat more on the content you are requesting. So I’d ask that you keep the suggestions and ideas coming. We are listening and looking forward to what Loggers World and Log Trucker Magazines can do in the future. We aren’t going to make large changes quickly but we will be listening to you and providing what you ask for, as funds allow.
promote it and hire a young guy and bring them into the industry,” Larsen said. “We’re excited to see people like Pendleton who comes into the company with a good attitude, does what you ask him and does it with a grin. That’s a big deal.”

They also employ Josh Stokes, 21, who battled through a hip replacement to do work out in the woods as the company’s fire watcher. With the summer’s dry conditions, it’s up to Stokes to make sure no hot spots pop up from the equipment.

Adam Knight is also a first year truck driver for Bob Rice that is another young gun that works with D&S Logging. He is a family man with 3 young sons, who loves working in the woods.

“He had no family that was in the industry and just wanted to do it,” Larsen said. “He jumped right in and he’s got the brains and attitude to do it.”

D&S Logging also works with Peterson Cat on a program to introduce logging to kids at high schools. Peterson provided a buncher simulator to Sweet Home High School to show kids there are job opportunities in the woods.

“You see the kids lined up out the door to try the simulator and you watch them do it and think ‘wow they don’t have any family in this industry and they could do just fine with this, they could be an operator.’” Larsen said.

CONTINUING THROUGH THE YEARS

So what has changed for D&S Logging since 1980? Don said he’s getting more cantankerous, but the sons disagree. They say that perhaps his stories of logging past are getting a little more long, but he’s easy to work with. One thing is for sure, the whole family seems to have fun logging and want to share it with a younger generation.

Companies like D&S Logging understand the value of employees and want to ensure when the Hill Trust needs another cutting, there will be a fresh generation of loggers ready to do the work.

(Continued from Page 16)
1960’s LOG TRUCK

Log trucking in the booming 1960’s was not always done by the big rigs. The little gas-powered, single-axle Fords, Chevys, Studebakers, Dodges and GMCs did their fair share too. These little, low cost rigs were used all over the country, usually by smaller outfits and crews. Some pretty sizeable companies also used them. No doubt about it, these little guys moved their share of wood from stump to market.
FORD MODEL “T T” TRUCK

This is an old wooden spoked Ford Model “T T” Truck. Ford Model T trucks had an extra “T” to differentiate them from a regular Model T car or pickup. This is also pneumatic tired vehicle which was rare on wooden spoke wheels. In the pine country, trucks were often taken out cross-country. It is amazing that these overloaded, over-worked trucks could take it.
As We See It....

Closing Comments

By Ken Martin

As I write my last article as President of the American Loggers Council, I would like to say thank you for the opportunity to serve this Organization that will always have the interest of Loggers at heart.

This past spring, our leaders went to Washington voicing our concerns with issues affecting our industry. We have had success with the introduction of the Future Logging Careers Act (H.R.1454), the Resilient Forest Act (H.R.2396), and other issues that have been brought to the forefront in D.C. this year such as the Regulatory Accountability Act, and state maximum weight limits on the Interstates. Thanks to everyone for your efforts and keep on pressing the subjects every chance you get.

Ever notice that Politics is sort of like wrestling a pig? Each time we think we have something moving forward and making progress, the pig squeals, slips, ducks and dodges and the game starts again in unseen and undefined directions. I, like most of you, thought with the last election that the Swamp would be drained, that our elected officials would work together for the good of our Country and the American people. It seems like all we have is another version of wrestling a pig in Government halls, and haven't even gotten to the Swamp yet.

ALC is a very diverse group of States and situations. Some of us have mill closings as others have new facilities opening. Some of us are restricted on interstate hauling while others can haul limited only by the number of axles they will or can put under their loads. To be successful today, we have to haul further, plan longer term but still be able to react to those obstacles thrown in our way whether they are weather related, mill related, or local, state or federal government related. We have much faster communications, email and text. Communication used to be personal. Today, we just hit "send". In light of all of the state of the art equipment and innovations in communication we must never forget that we must know our cost of doing business.

Most loggers see their board of directors daily, I do. My board has expectations of living a relatively comfortable life, driving reasonable vehicles, having some disposable recreational money, and have quality time with those we choose to spend it with. Realizing all of us are different, we all have varying expectations of return on our investments, of our sweat equity in our operations. In the end, we should all have a quality of live that we can be proud of.

ALC has matured with strong leadership through the years. We, as an organization, can put our regional issues aside and look to the overall good of our industry as a whole—something I have always respected and something not seen in many associations today. Too many times we get caught up in the "what's in it for me" mindset instead of the long term good of the Industry we all have a stake in. If an issue is important in an area today, chances are, there will be a trickle effect to other regions soon. Having serious discussions on these issues up front can often lead to options developing along the way. As we move forward as leaders in our industry, we must continue to invest our time in finding solutions to these everyday obstacles affecting our businesses. Working together, ALC gives us the opportunity to move forward with a unified voice, representing the good of the whole, across our industry.

In closing, I look forward to seeing each of you in Natchez in September as we show you a little taste of southern hospitality.

"Keep on Logging"

Ken Martin

Ken Martin is the President of the American Loggers Council. Ken, his wife Sandy and sons Brent and Brad own and operate Mar-Cal, Inc. with headquarters in Mendenhall, Mississippi. Brent and Brad having much of the day-to-day management of the family-owned timber management/ harvesting operations.

The American Loggers Council is a 501 (c)(6) not for profit trade organization representing professional timber harvesters in 32 states across the United States. If you would like to learn more about the ALC, please visit their web site at www.amloggers.com, or contact their office at 409-625-0206.

Rigging Shack

(Continued from Page 17)

generation.’ He labeled me as being both ignorant and lazy— which was not good things for a learning logger to be.

The upside of this was that whenever I did something halfway good or did any job in a thorough manner it puzzled him more than somewhat. The fact that we three could work at all together was in itself a small miracle. Dad held it all together and although Walt had a low opinion of him he held a much lower opinion of me. Both he and I knew that Dad and his plans were our only hope of coming out of this with two dimes to rub together.

We kept on falling a bucking these trees and the ‘Cat Man’ kept on building the road.

There was a lot of good fry on this 80 acres. All the ground around this place had been logged—most of it a few years before. The man who owned this piece of timber had paid taxes on it for 20 years and it stood there brave and tall. Our job was to manufacture those trees into logs and get them out and deliver them to the mill on Lake Samish.

Times were tough, good logging jobs hard to find, logs were low priced, scale was tight and good help difficult to get. A fine time to go into the logging business.

Actually we were sort of enjoying ourselves. Although we weren’t making any money we were keeping busy.

My Dad was a terrific man but that didn’t keep me from arguing with him from time to time. He was a devout Christian man but despised of me ever becoming one. One day, when we were building that ill fated bridge, we were talking about taking the next day off. The next day being Thanksgiving. At that moment Dad was standing on a tall cedar stump; I was standing on the ground and my head was about level with the top of that stump. I was behind the stump because of the possibility that the haulback would throw a bight in that direction. Dad was standing on top of the stump because he didn’t think the haulback was a threat.

Here came the haulback and Dad turned and jumped. He jumped on my shoulders and fell off me to the low side. Since I had on a heavy rain coat I wasn’t hurt. Dad had come down on his left leg, which bent under him. Nothing was broke but he was too lame to work anymore that day. We took Thanksgiving off plus the following long weekend.

He never did appreciate me telling this story nor me teasing him about the Lord showing us that we should not work on Thanksgiving.

This story, of our Logging Job, is too long for only one telling. So like a long running ‘Soap Opera’ we shall continue this yarn next month.
President Barack Obama once acknowledged, “I actually believe my own bullshit,” which must include statements that, with him, “the rise of the oceans [will] slow and our planet [will] heal,” that projects were “shovel-ready,” and that he is smarter than anyone working for him. To those who add his observation that his policies—such as his decrees of national monuments off limits to the American public—are set in stone. Obviously from their comments among the 1.2 million filed last month on plans by President Trump to void Obama’s and Clinton’s illegal decrees, the Greens believe that baloney. They are wrong.

President Obama’s abuses of the Antiquities Act of 1906 are well known, including designation of a ocean monument off New England to kill fishing, an unauthorized park parading as a monument in rural Maine to killed logging and milling, and the 1.3 million acre Bear Ears in Utah to placate the Greens. Largely forgot-ten, everywhere but in the American West, was President Clinton’s designation of the 1.8 million acre Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument. On behalf of the people of southern Utah, my organization sued Clinton. For years, a courageous federal judge resisted Clinton’s lawyers’ efforts to dismiss the case; however, when President Bush’s lawyers defended the decree, the judge figuratively threw up his hands. Our lawsuit was over and with it any hopes of limiting future presidents.

Unencumbered by a hoped-for legal precedent, Obama abused the Act as no president in history. Along with others, I condemned his actions as outrageously illegal and, on Fox News and in the Washington Examiner, called upon President Trump to vacate them. To his credit, President Trump directed Secretary of the Interior Zinke to begin the process.

The Act allows presidents to designate as national monuments “historic land-marks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest,” but requiring that the designations “shall be confined to the smallest area compatible with the proper care and management of the objects to be protected” on land “owned or controlled by the Federal government.” Passed for the exclusive purpose of “provid[ing] protection to the large Indian ruins of the southwest,” its lengthy legislative history demonstrates Congress was concerned singularly with “the preservation of the remains of the historic past[,]” and that its objective was “small reservations reserving only so much land as may be absolutely necessary for the preservation of these interesting relics of prehistoric times.” Congress “specifically rejected broader versions of the law that included protection of scenic areas within the Act.”

Although no president has ever revoked a national monument designation, the power to diminish or even revoke a national monument is inherent in the powers granted by the Act; in fact, many presidents have diminished the size of national monuments established by their predecessors. Moreover, the oft-cited, by the Greens at least, conclusion of the Attorney General of the United States in 1938 that the Act does not authorize a president to revoke a national monument completely was in error because of his misinterpretation of an Attorney General opinion issued in 1862. Nonetheless, the Attorney General did concede that “the president is free to revoke, modify, or supersede his own orders or those [of] a predecessor,” to ensure the designations are limited to “the smallest area compatible” with protection of the named objects. Obviously, in some cases, including monuments designated by Clinton and Obama, because the objects allegedly sought to be protected are not covered by the Act, “the smallest area compatible” with that protection is no area at all! Finally, each branch of the federal government can undo its earlier decisions; the Executive Branch is no different. Even the U.S. Constitution is not immune from its citizens’ decisions to amend it.

Notwithstanding Obama’s delusions of omnipotence, just as no Congress can bind a future Congress, so can no president bind the nation in perpetuity. It is as simple as that.

Mr. Pendley, a Wyoming attorney, is President and Chief Legal Officer of Mountain States Legal Foundation and a regular columnist in Loggers World.
LOG LOADERS
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 CAT 325D
- 2012 CAT 568
- 2008 CAT 330D
- 1997 CAT 322B
- 1985 CAT 225 ON RUBBER
- 2013 DOOSAN DX300LL
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2954D
- 2013 JOHN DEERE 2954D
- 2013 DEERE 2964D
- 2013 JOHN DEERE 2964D
- 2009 JOHN DEERE 2964D
- 2008 JOHN DEERE 2954

PROCESSORS & DELIMBERS
- 2005 JOHN DEERE 2554 RB
- 2004 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2002 JOHN DEERE 230LC
- 2009 KOBELCO SK250 WLOG-MAX 7000XT
- 2009 KOBELCO SK250 WLOG-MAX 7000XT
- 2009 KOMATSU PC200L-8 WLOG-MAX 7000XT
- 2002 JOHN DEERE 27070LL
- 2005 JOHN DEERE 650L W/WINCH

SKIDDERS / DOZERS
- 1999 KUBOTA M5400 Series
- 2008 JOHN DEERE 325D
- 2008 JOHN DEERE 325E
- 2007 JOHN DEERE 325E
- 2007 JOHN DEERE 325F
- 2006 JOHN DEERE 325F
- 2005 JOHN DEERE 325F
- 2002 JOHN DEERE 325F
- 2001 JOHN DEERE 325F
- 2000 JOHN DEERE 325F
- 1999 JOHN DEERE 325F

CHIPPERS / GRINDERS
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D
- 2015 JOHN DEERE 2154D

FELLER BUNCHERS
- 2008 JOHN DEERE 2054
- 2008 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2008 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2007 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2006 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2005 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2003 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 2003 JOHN DEERE 2554
- 1993 JOHN DEERE 660E
- 2006 HITACHI ZX200
- 2011 KOBELCO SK295
- 2010 KOBELCO SK300
- 2007 KOBELCO SK210
- 2006 KOBELCO SK210
- 2002 KOBELCO SK330
- 2016 KOMATSU PC240
- 2005 KOMATSU PC300HD
- 1999 KOMATSU PC250
- 2005 LINKBELT 290X2
- 2007 LINKBELT 370XL
- 2007 LINKBELT 290X2
- 2003 LINKBELT 290X2
- 2002 LINKBELT 3400
- 2000 LINKBELT 3400G TONG THROWER
- 1996 LINKBELT 3400Q
- 1996 THUNDERBIRD 1240
- 2012 TIGERCAT LS890C
- 2012 TIGERCAT LS890C
- 2011 TIGERCAT LS890C

1995 Thunderbird TSY255

Call for More Info.

2007 Kobelco SK210 W/Jewell Tong Thrower, 12,000 Hrs.
P.O.R.

2014 Tigercat LX830C 5,400 Hours P.O.R.

2016 John Deere 48H8 2,100 Hrs., $195,000

2015 Cat 325D 900 Hrs. P.O.R.

2003 Cat 527 $175,000

2005 John Deere 3554 8,900 Hrs., Just line bored entire boom, Would make a great base for a tethering machine, $100,000

2009 Kobelco SK260LL, 10,400 Hrs., W/W2010 LogMax 7000XT 8.600 Hrs. $145,000

2009 Koller K702 Yarder Ready to Go $375,000

2015 Link-Belt 290X2 5,200 Hrs., P.O.R.

2015 Cat 325D 3,700 Hours, W/Southstar 600 - 6,000 Hours P.O.R.


MIKE (541) 954-7643 • ERIC (541) 206-2252 • DAN (541) 914-9222
4655 Cloudburst Way, Eugene, Oregon 97402
**ADVERTISE**

**YOUR ITEMS IN THIS SPACE ONLY....**

$100.00

**CALL**

1-800-462-8283

**Visa**

**MasterCard**

---

**2005 Cat 525B Skidder**, single function grapple, 30.5x32 tires, 12,000 Hrs. $28,500
Call John 509-884-7117

**2014 Hitachi Forester**, Like New 2,462 Hrs, 2X370F Log Loader, 43’ Log Loader Front, 66’ Young Grapples, UC Hi-Wide 9’ 7” Gauge, Dual Swing Motors, Long Life Zink Free Oil, OSHA Certified Guarding, Rear Entry Cab, A/C, $310,000 Call Tim at (360)532-1485

**2015 DX300LL Log Loader**, 3,300 hrs, NEVER SHOVEL LOGGED $165,000
Call Shane 530-945-1586

---

**Rotating Brush Grapple**

Equipped for quick change. Quick connect hydraulic hoses also. Used less than 80 hours.
Burns, OR.
541-589-0968

**1999 Timbco 445C** with 2001 Keto 525 felling and processing head. Hydraulic cooler, Hakmet computer, Cummins 8.3L motor. Works. Asking $33,000 OBO If interested, please contact Walt at 425 563-8839

**6140 Thunderbird Swing Yarder**
all lines & rigging, whistles, new gear and bearings 18 mos ago, Super Eaglet Carriage $372,000
(360) 470-1535

**2011 John Deere 3754D**, Log Shovel 7,380 Hrs, Great Value, Well Maintained, 43’ Log Loader Front, 63” Jewell Grapples, H.D. 450 Size Undercarriage, Side Entry Forestry Certified OSHA, Dual Swing Motors, A/C, $210,000 Call Tim at (360)532-1485

**1996 Cat 322L**, high & wide log loader, Pierce log front (NO GRAPPLE) $17,500
Call John 509-884-7117

**Cat IT 28**, 80% rubber, Cat grapples, and 2 1/2 YD bkt, runs great, will separate $32,500 call 206-947-0903

---

Send your Black and White or Color photo and a description of what you are selling (try to keep it within 20 words - 1 item per ad) and we’ll publish it in Show & Sell for just $100.00. Mail (or email to logworld@saol.com) your information to Loggers World LLC, P.O. Box 1631, Chehalis, WA 98532. Deadline is 5th of the month preceding publication.
COMING EVENTS

SEPTEMBER

2
22ND ANNUAL LOGGING JAMBOREE
SIERRA NEVADA LOGGING MUSEUM
ARNOLD, CALIFORNIA
For Information: www.snlm.wordpress.com

7-9
GREAT LAKES LOGGING &
HEAVY EQUIPMENT EXPO
UP STATE FAIRGROUNDS,
ESCARABA, MI
For Information: (715) 282-5828

28-30
AMERICAN LOGGERS COUNCIL
2017 ANNUAL MEETING
NATCHEZ GRAND HOTEL
& NATCHEZ CONVENTION CENTER
NATCHEZ, MISSISSIPPI
For Information: (409) 625-0206

OCTOBER

18-20
60TH ANNUAL
ALASKA FORESTRY ASSOC.
CONVENTION
THE LANDING HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
KEYHISON, ALASKA
For Information: (907) 225-6114

NOVEMBER

6-8
108TH ANNUAL CONVENTION
PACIFIC LOGGING CONGRESS
THE SCOTTSTOWN PLAZA RESORT
SCOTTSTOWN, AZ
For Information: (360) 832-1745

Send Event Notices to: Publisher, Loggers World Magazine, P. O. Box 1631, Chehalis, WA 98532-8425. Please include your event’s symbol. Items used at discretion of the publisher.
Deadline for October 2017 issue: SEPTEMBER 13th.

Subscribe Today!
Loggers World

12 Issues – 1 Year Subscription
$25.00
WA Residents pay $27.40 w/tax

Offer expires December 31, 2017

Send your check or Money order to:
Loggers World LLC
P. O. Box 1631
Chehalis, WA 98532

$25.00 for 1 Year Subscription
$50.00 for 2 Year Subscription
WASHINGTON RESIDENTS PAY $27.40 & $54.80 w/Sales Tax

Name:__________________________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________________________________________
City:_________________________________________ State:________ Zip:________
Phone: ( ___________________________ (ALLOW 5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY OF FIRST ISSUE)
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KOVASH LOGGING RETIRING

Thunderbird TMY-70
$490,000

Link-Belt 350 LX
$137,500

Link-Belt 240 LX ……… $95,000
Case 9050 B ……… $75,000
Case 9040 ……… $50,000

360-825-4263